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The case Bondonaro v. Abercrombie Fitch, dealt with by the Court of Appeal of Milan on April

14 2014, may help to examine how the problem of the protection of fundamental rights has evolved

in Italy. 

The ruling of the judgment is particularly interesting, as the application of anti-discrimination

law enables the judge to invalidate the choice made by the employer (a large clothing multinational

company) to hire a worker with a job-on-call contract because - and just because – he was younger

than 25. 

The judge "found that through the parties there is an on-going ordinary part-time employment

relationship", he orders the clothing multinational company to cease the discriminatory behaviour

by reemitting in service the worker who in the meantime had been dismissed for exceeding the 25th

year of age. 

If the applicability of Directive 97/81 on part-time through extension to job-on-call contracts was

precluded in the Austrian case Wippel, the EU law provides the judge (and the parties involved in

the  litigation)  with  other  interpretive  instruments  that  confirm  the  central  relevance  of  the

prohibition of direct discrimination based on grounds of age in current labour law. 

As far as interpretation is concerned, it is particularly important to analyse the reading given by

the Court of Appeal of Milan. 

After having excluded a reference for a preliminary ruling, since the Court of Justice had already

widely clarified the scope and limits of direct discrimination on grounds of age, the Italian judge

also excluded the possibility of applying the national law (Legislative Decree no. N. 276 / 2003)

that allows the conclusion of job-on-call contracts only with workers younger than 25. As a result,

he confronted the choice between a disapplication of the national regulation concerning job-on-call

contracts for workers under 25 years of age or interpret it in accordance with Directive 2000/78,

which requires a judgment on the objectives pursued by the national legislature and instruments

proposed in the light of the principle of equal treatment on grounds of age as well. 

The dimension of the principle of equality, as clarified by the Court of Justice in the case Social

Mediation Association (AMS), and the presence of a precise requirement (age) in the provisions of

Legislative Decree no. N. 276/2003, strengthen the legitimacy of the choice made by the Court of



Appeal to disapply the national law (without prior reference to the legitimacy of the Constitutional

Court, but also without an express indication). 

From  the  reading  of  the  judgments  published  in  collections  and  online  databases  one  can

recognize two distinct phases, as far as the use of the EU argument in national law is concerned: a

first phase, characterised by a more peaceful application of EU legal instruments with regard to

institutions such as collective redundancies and transfer of business; a second phase, in which the

judges interpret national law after the judgment of the Court of Justice in the case Mangold of 2005,

which revitalized the question of the direct applicability of directives also on a horizontal level, in

the period in which the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights is on a process of gradual acquisition of

a  (almost)  constitutional  statute,  more  clearly  than in  the past  (reasoning from the comparison

between the judgments Test Achats and AMS of the Court of Justice). 

Given the theoretical premises to consistent interpretation and disapplication, in the light of EU

law national labour law is projected into the peculiar dialectic relationship between disapplication,

if a rule having direct effect apply, or interpretation in conformity with EU law, if the rule to be

applied  does  not  have  direct  effect;  even  if  the  interpretation  is  excluded  from  the  specific

characteristics of the provision to be interpreted, the court shall refer to the higher courts, in case of

doubt in interpretation and/or in order to verify whether a liability of the State for damages exists. 

In addition to the chief principle of adaptation of national legislation to the EU, we must not

forget the importance acquired by the EU law on equal treatment in employment itself, which is a

sort of value-related point of reference. 

In this regard, one can highlight some recent rulings, all creditors to the preliminary examination

of the functioning of EU instruments set  out in the judgments of the Court of Justice in cases

Mangold and  Kücükdeveci, practical exercises of disapplication that are worth analysing, starting

from recent cases of dismissal. 

With regard to gender, in a sentence issued on February 15, 2012 the Trib. of Verona disapplied

the national law, not complying with EU law, with regard to a case of retirement of a dancer, a

worker of the show business belonging to the category of  tersicorei and dancers, employed by a

private company. 

Differently, the choice made by Trib. of Genoa on December 3, 2012 to apply domestic law in a

case of dismissal for achievement of the age limit for retirement of old age by a worker employed

by an employer in the private sector of social cooperatives appears to be not properly discussed.

The case is decided according to Directive 2000/78 and not in accordance with the discrimination

on grounds of sex prohibited by Directive 2006/54: a single behaviour initially receives a different

qualification by the court, and even before by the attorneys of the party (age and not gender, that in



this specific theme intersect), the general principle that the horizontal direct effect appears clearly

and definitively established after the AMS event. 

The reasoning followed by the Trib. of Trento on May 4, 2011 does not appear to be as linear: in

the specific case of a part-time employee returning to full-time, the judge did not apply Art. 16 of

Law no. 83/2010 in respect to a public administration. However, the judge’s reasoning was not

based on the direct effect, horizontal and vertical, of the principle of equal treatment between men

and women or with regards age, but on the recognition of a direct effect (which the Court had not -

at least not yet – recognized) to Art. 5 of Directive 97/81 on part-time. 

In the light of the well-established model of anti-discrimination law, the structural importance

acquired by that branch of law in the context of the EU is bound to produce interesting effects also

on reluctant national legal systems such as the Italian one, which is currently recording a lively case

law on "union orientation", within the context of an erosion of the collective protection of work. 

Today, at national level, one can not leave aside a more general reflection on the balance between

individual and collective labour regulations in the light of the new judicial dynamics legitimated by

anti-discrimination law, highlighting the risks and not only the possibilities of work protection. One

can point out the first reflections of the doctrine, occasioned, not surprisingly, by the case Fiom vs

Fiat in the field of trade union discrimination. 
1The  reconstruction  cannot  be  considered  complete  without  recalling  that  in  Italy  there  are

multiple locations demanding justice. In particular, the CGIL has submitted to the ILO Committee

on Freedom of Association an appeal against the Italian government for the violation within the Fiat

group of the right to have union representatives business and not to be discriminated on grounds of

union affiliation (case no. 2953, 13 - March 27, 2014). It's the first time since its establishment in

1948 that the Italian Republic is interested by so many recommendations ranging from the need to

respect freedom of association and Art. 19 of the Statute of Workers (on the right to establish trade

union representatives) to the guarantee of union fees’ deductions or the effective reinstatement of

dismissed union representatives in the plants of the Fiat group in Pomigliano d'Arco.

1� Remember the pending case Mascellani, concerning the reference for preliminary ruling made by the Trib. Trento, 
April 25, 2013 - Teresa Mascellani / Ministry of Justice (Case C-221/13).


